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Abstract

We propose a translation of Prolog (including cut, if-then-else and
similar constructs) into a �rst-order continuation-passing style, where
(almost) all predicates have one clause and all clauses are binary. The
resulting programs can be used as a exible intermediate representation
for compilation with a number of advantages as compared to Warren's
abstract machine and other proposals. We discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of this approach.
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1 Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to de�ne an intermediate representation for
the compilation of Prolog and related languages. Previous research in
the functional language community has shown that the continuation-
passing style (CPS) may express the control of a computation much
in the same way as control ow graphs do in imperative languages.
This is promising for advanced compilation, and has been successfully
exploited in a number of compilers [20, 16, 1].

In this paper, we propose a compilation of �rst-order Prolog pro-
grams into continuation-passing Horn clauses. The resulting predicates
are �rst order and have a completely deterministic control: all control
decisions have been moved to the source level. The �nal program can be
viewed as a number of primitive operations, interconnected by jumps,
continuation construction and continuation invocation.

We review related work in Section 2, describe the continuation pass-
ing transformation in Section 3, and several optimizations in Section
4. The paper is concluded with a discussion of advantages and disad-
vantages of the proposed representation in Section 5.

2 Related work

There has been considerable interest in transformations of Prolog into
Scheme and partial continuation passing styles and the relation of Pro-
log to intermediate representations, such as Warren's abstract machine
[26]. We review earlier research in this section.
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2.1 Warren's abstract machine

As an intermediate format, it is interesting to compare our intermediate
format to Warren's abstract machine, WAM [26].

� Our notation extends the scope of compilation (the `chunks' or
`basic blocks') by considering actions taken on failure.

� Indexing can be expressed as a source-to-source transformation
and also extended to utilize other mutually exclusive tests to re-
strict the number of candidate clauses.

� We can trade code size against possible unnecessary data alloca-
tion by intelligent generation of continuation clauses. Our formu-
lation admits both the approach used in WAM, that of simple
binarization, as well as a spectrum of trade o�s in between.

� Continuation representation is explicit, which allows trimming
of choice points as well as environments. In the WAM, access
is restricted to the most recent choice point and environment.
Our notation represents these as terms, which means a compiler
can change the parameter passing conventions to suit particular
situations, alter the representation of choice points, and so on.
This is further discussed in Sections 4-5 below.

� Internal registers are saved separately from argument registers,
which implements shallow backtracking by default rather than as
a special optimization. We can also admit shallow backtracking
in several levels by nested saving of internal registers.

On a more fundamental level, the WAM hides much of the control ow
of the computation from the compiler writer. This simpli�es compi-
lation but excludes some optimizations. Our representation directly
admits a translation into control ow graphs, since control ow is ex-
plicit.
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2.2 Translations in Prolog

Our technique can be viewed as an extension of binarization as de-
scribed by Tarau [21] and Demoen [9, 8]. Binarization translates clauses

H  
H  B1; B2; : : : ; Bn

into their (success-) continuation passing forms:

H(S) call(S)
H(S) B1(B2(: : : (Bn(S)) : : :))

Thus, the control rule of SLD-resolution is made explicit. In this paper,
we only consider `simple' binarization as above, though we note that
more advanced forms of binarization exist. The above form seems to
be the one used in practice.

Binarization ignores the failure continuation that relates the di�er-
ent clauses of a predicate. The e�ects of this is that cuts are handled ad
hoc, that control constructs other than conjunction must be handled
by rewriting the program so that only conjunctions remain, and an im-
plicit control stack remains (the stack of choicepoints). Our notation
avoids these problems and also allows us to directly describe index-
ing as a source-to-source transformation, which binarization instead
delegates to an underlying abstract machine.

Nilsson [17] shows how to derive the WAM choicepoint instructions
by partial evaluation of a meta interpreter. Our work is distinct from
the control aspects of the WAM and adds translations of other control
constructs such as cut.

Brisset and Ridoux [5] propose a CPS for �Prolog. Since this lan-
guage has �-abstractions, their translation is similar to Scheme or Lisp
translations discussed below, but does not explicitly manage substitu-
tions. We have found that explicit operations that save and restore
state can be useful, since they then can be moved by program transfor-
mations. An example is given below, where a predicate is recognized
as deterministic and a pair of state save/restore operations can be re-
moved altogether.

Since they generate higher-order terms in their translation, a sub-
sequent pass of closure conversion [1] converts the term to a �rst-order
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representation. Our algorithm directly generates �rst-order terms as
continuations.

Brisset and Ridoux also show how to translate exceptions by con-
tinuation capturing primitives. Such operations are beyond the scope
of this paper.

2.3 Optimization of Prolog using control ow graphs

Debray [7] proposes several optimizations based on Prolog predicates
translated into control ow graphs with success and failure edges.
These edges do not correspond to the actual control of the program,
for instance if B1 continues with B2 on success and B2 on failure jumps
to B3, a success edge is added from B1 to B3 even though B1 will never
directly jump to B3. This framework is then used to formulate sev-
eral optimizations, such as moving tag tests and dereferencings out of
loops. We believe that, mutatis mutandis, these optimizations could
be carried out on our compiled programs as well.

2.4 Translations into Scheme and Lisp

Several translations from Prolog into Lisp have been proposed. We
take the work of Kahn and Carlsson as representative in this approach.
Kahn and Carlsson [13, 6] propose the use of upward failure or down-
ward success continuations. The former relies on using lazy streams
to produce solutions, while the latter performs a procedure return on
failure. We note that both methods to some extent bury the sym-
metry of success and failure continuations, and that neither method
eliminates all control stacks. Kahn and Carlsson [14] then employ par-
tial evaluation to produce quite good Lisp code for naive reverse with
modes.

Research at Indiana University showed that Horn clauses could be
translated into Scheme by fairly straightforward means [11, 15] and
that some care was needed to extend Prolog with continuations [12].
In particular, a generalized trail was required to suspend and resume a
proof tree branch. Such operations are beyond the scope of this paper;
all our failure continuations obey a stack-like discipline.
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3 Translation to continuation passing style

We assume predicates have been rewritten into a single clause

p(X1; : : : ; Xn) B

This can be done by introducing disjunctions of clause bodies and ex-
plicit uni�cations. These single-clause predicates are then translated
into a binary continuation style, or BCS for short.

Transformation algorithm. Given a term A = p(X1; : : : ; Xn), we
shall write A(T1; : : : ; Tm) for p(X1; : : : ; Xn; T1; : : : ; Tm). Given this,
the algorithm for the BCS transformation is shown in Figures 1-2 and
translates one single-clause predicate into a set of continuation passing
clauses.

The basic idea behind the BCS transformation is the following: a
continuation is coded as a term, which is subsequently used to invoke
the correct procedure by switching on the term functor. The transla-
tion generates new continuation terms and their corresponding clauses
(call/1 and call/2 for failure and success continuations, respectively)
during `compilation'. These are not to be confused with the Prolog
higher order builtin call/1.

There are also some primitive operations: exec/3 executes a Pro-
log builtin operation and invokes the success or failure continuation;
primitives save/2 and restore/2 saves the current substitution and re-
places the current substitution by a stored one, respectively, and then
continue with their respective continuations.

The generated programs have the following properties.

� Primitive operations P are encapsulated in exec(P,S,F).

� Nondeterministic choices are coded by (a) saving the current
state, (b) building a continuation that restores the saved state,
and (c) passing this as a failure continuation.

� All user-de�ned, `entry point' predicates are de�ned by a single,
binary clause p(X1; : : : ; Xn; S; F )  B. They take two extra
arguments: a success continuation S, and a failure continuation
F . They can be viewed as `labels with arguments,' since head
uni�cations are trivial and they are deterministic.
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compile(H  B) = fH(S; F ) B0(S; F )g [ C
where
hB0 j Ci = [[B]]

F;fv(H)[fFg

[[A;B]]C;FV =

*
ab(X)

fab(X;S; F ) A0(c(Y ; S); F );
call(c(Y ; S); F ) B0(S; F )g
[ CA [ CB

+

where
hA0 j CAi = [[A]]

C;FV [fv(B)

hB0 j CBi = [[B]]
C;FV [fv(A)D

X; Y
E
= live fv(A;B;C; FV )

[[A;B]]C;FV =

*
ab(X)

fab(X;S; F ) 
save(N;A0(S; c0(Y ;N; S; F )));
call(c0(Y ;N; S; F )) 
restore(N;B0(S; F ))g
[ CA [ CB

+

where
hA0 j CAi = [[A]]

C;FV [fv(B)

hB0 j CBi = [[B]]
C;FV [fv(A)D

X; Y
E
= live fv(A;B;C; FV )

[[ P ]]C;FV = hexec(P ) j ;i ; P primop
[[G ]]C;FV = hG j ;i ; G user-de�ned procedure

live fv(A;B;C; FV ) =
D
X; Y

E
where
X = (fv(A) [ fv(B) [ �(A;B;C)) \ FV
Y = (fv(B) [ �(c; B; C)) \ (FV [ fv(A))
�(A;B;C) = fCg; if (! 2 A) _ (! 2 B)
= ;; otherwise

We note that C is the cut continuation, FV the variables appearing
outside the current construct, ab; c; c0 are fresh predicate symbols and
that fv(�) yields the set of free variables in the argument term. Symbol
? signi�es that a cut appearing in the construct is a compile-time error.

Figure 1: BCS translation
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[[A! B1;B2]]C;FV =

*
ab(X)

fab(X;S; F ) 
save(N;A0( cut(F; c(Y ; S));

c0(Z;N; S; F ))));
call(c(Y ; S); F ) B0

1(S; F );
call(c0(Z;N; S; F ) 
restore(N;B0

2(S; F ))g
[ CA [ CB1

[ CB2

+

where
hA0 j CAi = [[A]]

C;FV [fv(B1)[fv(B2)

hB0
1 j CB1

i = [[B1]]C;FV [fv(A)

hB0
2 j CB2

i = [[B2]]C;FV [fv(A)D
X1; Y

E
= live fv(A;B1; C; FV )D

X2; Z
E

= live fv(A;B2; C; FV )

X = X1 [X2

[[A! B]]C;FV = [[A! B; fail]]C;FV
[[:(A)]]C;FV = [[A! fail; true]]?;FV
[[ ! ]]C;FV = hcut(C) j ;i

Figure 2: BCS translation (continued)
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� The call/1 and call/2 clauses are mutually exclusive and have
linear heads with a single nonvariable term c(X1; : : : ; Xn) as �rst
argument. They can be viewed as implementing two jump tables,
or as code pointers on the implementation level.

There is a small number of prede�ned call/f1; 2g clauses. We show the
two most interesting ones.

call(cut(C,S),F) :- call(S,C).

call(exec(G,S),F) :- exec(G,S,F).

Others include clauses for true/0, fail/0 and so on.

An example. To give a avour of the structure of generated code, we
show a small example.

member(A,B) :-

( B = [A|_]

; B = [_|C], member(A,C)

).

After transformation into continuation passing form, it becomes:

member(A,B,S,F) :-

save(X, exec(B=[A|_],S,

mem1(X,A,B,S,F))).

call(mem1(X,A,B,S,F)) :-

restore(X,exec(B=[_|C],member(A,C,S),F)).

call(member(A,C,S),F) :-

member(A,C,S,F).

Note that mem1/4 serves a dual role: if the exec/3 in member fails,
mem1/4 is simply invoked (or `jumped to'). On the other hand, if the
exec/4 succeeds, mem1/4 is actually constructed as a failure continua-
tion (data structure) which is passed to S.

Let us consider the code that will be generated for a WAM given
the same predicate, compared to straightforward code based on the
de�nition above. The code is shown in Figure 3. Note that the BCS
notation optimizes shallow backtracking by default: a choice point is
not created until the uni�cation is �nished. There are also numerous
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WAM BCS
member: member:

try L1 save internal regs in X
trust L2 unify(L1,L2)

L1: unify L1: build fail cont(L2,regs,X)
proceed invoke succ cont

L2: unify L2: restore internal regs from X
execute member/2 unify(member/2,L3)

L3: invoke fail cont

Figure 3: Stylized code for WAM and BCS

opportunities to reuse results on a low level: saving internal registers
can be delayed until the choice point is built, as long as the �rst uni�ca-
tion does not overwrite them (instead, these registers can be duplicated
and the copies overwritten); moreover, the uni�cations at L1 and L2
can be connected: if we �nd at L1 that the second argument is a list,
this check need not be repeated at L2; nor need dereferencings or other
such operations be repeated. Exploiting these opportunities may entail
a code size increase; however, a clever compiler could use them without
undue di�culty if they are found to be pro�table.

Continuation trimming. The basic translation trims the size of con-
tinuations by only including the variable names that are visible within
as well as outside the continuation. Consider the following predicate:

p(X,W) :- q(X,Y), r(Y,Z), s(Z,W).

It becomes the following clauses after compilation:

p(X,W,S,F) :-

qrs(X,W,S,F).

qrs(X,W,S,F) :-

q(X,Y,rs(Y,W,S),F).

call(rs(Y,W,S),F) :-

r(Y,Z,s(Z,W,S),F).

call(s(Z,W,S),F) :-

s(Z,W,S,F).
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Note that only the `live' variables are passed in the continuations rs/3
and s/3 and procedure qrs/5. If the optimization was not used, each
of the above would have fX;W; Y; Zg as arguments, in addition to the
continuation and substitution arguments. In practice, we also need to
ensure that the cut continuation is passed along when required.

This generalizes environment trimming to apply to any continua-
tion. In particular, choice points are trimmed similarly when applica-
ble. In the WAM, environments can be physically updated to remove
useless variables; in our representation, a new structure is created per
continuation. We conjecture that simple forms of compile-time garbage
collection and escape analysis (to tell whether continuations can be
stack allocated) may be used with runtime checks to achieve the same
e�ect.

4 Optimizations

Code sharing. A BCS compiler can regulate code size by generating
more or less speci�c continuations. In the WAM, a separate piece of
code (corresponding to a single BCS clause) is generated for each goal
in the clause body. This avoids writing unnecessary data to the heap in
case of failure. Simple binarization instead translates the clause body
into a single call with a large continuation term.

G1(G2(: : : (Gn(S)) : : :))

This reduces code size, since terms can be written compactly, but at
the expense of speculatively creating continuation terms.

The basic BCS translation follows the WAM approach, but can be
adjusted to share code by two means. First, the compiler can generate
simple continuation clauses and speculatively create data. Consider
the second clause of the nrev/2 predicate:

nrev([X|Xs],Zs) :- nrev(Xs,Ys), append(Ys,[X],Zs).

We can generate the following BCS code for the clause:

nrev2(A,B,S,F) :-

exec(A=[X|Xs],nrev(Xs,Ys,app(Ys,[X],B,S)),F).

call(app(A,B,C,S),F) :- append(A,B,C,S,F).
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Now the de�nition of app/4 can be used for all calls to append/5,
which is what simple binarization does; the term [X] is however created
speculatively, since it is unnecessary work if nrev/4 fails. A spectrum
of trade-o�s is possible, by varying the amount of data that are created
speculatively.

The second technique is to share larger sequences of goals (e.g., all
occurrences of some goal B1;B2;B2) by generating a single continua-
tion clause. (Below, X is the set of live free variables computed as
previously.)

call(bbb(X;S); F ) [[B1;B2;B3]]

The most obvious use of this method is for indexing, where the compiler
may share code for a disjunction of clauses or tests for selecting a
collection of clauses. This converts a decision tree into a decision graph,
which is needed to make advanced indexing techniques practical. We
note that one can equally well use the method to share code for common
conjunctions of goals.

Grouping primitives. The basic BCS algorithm generates small def-
initions, in order to avoid code duplication (and for simplicity of expo-
sition). To increase the scope of compilation, we would like to group
primitive operations into chunks of operations, moving together prim-
itives executed on success as well as failure.

This can be done by unfolding after generating BCS code, or by
generating larger de�nitions immediately. The BCS algorithm is then
modi�ed to group together consecutive primitives performed on success
(the same optimization is done by WAM compilers) and possibly to
group primitives performed on failure.

Grouping primitives on failure has the disadvantage of code dupli-
cation (or executing unwieldy continuation terms). Assume that Pi are
primitives and Gj are user goals. Consider the following clause body:

(P1; P2; G1;P3; P4; G2)

If P1 or P2 fails, we would like to directly reset the saved state and
jump to P3. Hence, we could generate the code below. (This code is
not generated by the previous BCS algorithm.)

save(X,
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exec(P_1,exec(P_2,G_1(S)),

restore(X,

exec(P_3,exec(P_4,G_2(S)),F))))

However, the failure continuation passed to G1 will then be the un-
wieldy restore/2 term, which essentially interprets which primitives to
execute. For e�ciency, the compiler should rather generate a continu-
ation clause and pass the appropriate failure continuation:

save(X,

exec(P_1,exec(P_2,cut(c(...,X,S,F),G_1(S))),

restore(X,

exec(P_3,exec(P_4,G_2(S)),F))))

call(c(...,X,S,F)) :-

restore(X,

exec(P_3,exec(P_4,G_2(S)),F)).

But now the code for (P3; P4; G2) has been duplicated. The problem is
that the `label' of the second disjunct is captured at the call to G1 but
also used as part of a larger scope of compilation.

A common case (e.g., in implementing indexing) is a disjunction
of if-then-else operations, where the failure continuation is cut away,
which avoids this problem. Consider the clause body ((P1; P2) !
G1;P3; P4; G2). The generated code can be freely unfolded since the
cut operation removes the need to generate an extra call-clause.

save(X,

exec(P_1,exec(P_2,cut(F,G_1(S))),

restore(X,

exec(P_3,exec(P_4,G_2(S)),F))))

In conclusion, unfolding conjunctions of primitives is feasible, while
unfolding disjunctions runs the risk of code explosion; if-then-else op-
erations remove the need for code duplication in disjunctions.

Indexing. Indexing in the WAM is done in three levels: on the type
of the �rst argument, on the actual functor or atom of the argument
(if applicable) and �nally, by generating specialized disjunctions of the
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applicable clauses. We note that these optimizations can be expressed
at the Prolog source level instead, by using the appropriate primitive
operations (type tests for �rst level indexing and functor/3 for testing
the actual values) and if-then-else to encode deterministic choice.

In the WAM, all specialized try/retry/trust sequences share code for
the clauses (the originalWAM scheme even shares some try/retry/trust
sequences). One way of sharing disjunctions in BCS is shown above as
code sharing.

The advantages of doing indexing this way is exibility: indexing
is easily done on any argument, and may intersperse other tests than
those done in the WAM. An enterprising implementation could gen-
erate full decision graphs and stack multiple save/restore operations
if needed. Join points in the decision graph are then encoded by call-
clauses; control ow analysis [19] will reveal the de�nitions calling these
clauses and may enable a compiler to take advantage of the contexts of
the callers. (Since we are discussing �rst-order Prolog without freeze/2
etc, control ow analysis is straightforward; space restrictions do not
permit us to describe the algorithm used here.)

Motion of save/restore operations. Explicitly saving and restoring
the state has the advantage of allowing us to move these operations
around. In particular, there is a quite simple optimization that allows
us to delay or avoid saving the state when performing tests.

Consider the clause body (X < N;B1;X � N;B2). It can be
translated into the following code:

save(St,

exec(X < N, B_1(S),

restore(St,

exec(X >= N, B_2(S),F))))

Since X < N is a pure operation, we can move it past the save/2
operation into the failure branch. (It is unnecessary to also move it
into the success branch.)

This in turn yields a code sequence save(St,restore(St,B), which
(since St =2 B) can be simpli�ed into B.

exec(X < N, B_1(S),

exec(X >= N, B_2(S),F))
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A compiler could also infer that the test X � N will always fail when
entered from B1 and always succeed when X < N fails. Hence, we can
generate the desired code.

exec(X < N, cut(F,B_1(S)),

B_2(S,F))

The Aquarius compiler [24] performs this optimization by collecting
test sets and checking whether the sets are mutually exclusive. In our
example, we split this into two parts: motion of save/restore operations,
and �nding mutually exclusive tests.

Continuation representation. The BCS representation gives us free-
dom to vary the representation of a continuation and access to the
continuation. The WAM [26] and BinWAM [23] both use a `at' repre-
sentation of an environment: in the WAM, all variables are accessed by
o�sets from a pointer into the stack, while the BinWAM simply creates
continuation terms that correspond to at environments.

Since environments are explicit, a BCS compiler can manipulate the
representation of a continuation freely. For instance, free variables can
be retrieved from linked environments instead of at ones; several con-
tinuations may share a single environment (in particular, some success
and failure continuations might share environments, e.g., in the style of
Appel, where closures can share share bindings [1]). Other possibilities
are discussed below.

5 Conclusion

We have shown how to compile Prolog procedures into BCS, a continua-
tion-based intermediate form (which happens to be directly executable).

The advantages of BCS include extending the scope of optimiza-
tion by compiling primitive operations grouped across failure branches
and choice point saves; generalized trimming of both environments and
choice points; automatic shallow backtracking optimization by decou-
pling internal registers from argument registers and by allowing internal
registers to be assigned physical registers more exibly; automatic re-
moval of any unneeded cut register; and possible extensions to indexing
and reasoning about primitives.
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On a lower level, BCS allows us to view the program as a control
ow graph, in the conventional imperative style. Thus, conventional
compiler technology and Prolog compilation may be uni�ed. This is
similar to continuation-passing functional programs, though we use a
�rst-order framework.

There are some drawbacks as well. First, some of the optimizations
are less straightforward than in WAM. For instance, overwriting an
environment (trimming it) requires some fairly sophisticated analysis.
Our representation directly admits only declaratively installing a new,
smaller environment instead.

Implemented straightforwardly, a BCS program allocates all data
on the heap. Research in functional languages has shown that this is
not necessarily worse than stack allocation given generational copying
garbage collection and fast handling of write-misses in the cache [10, 3].
Bevemyr and Lindgren have previously shown how to adapt genera-
tional copying garbage collection to a standard WAM [4]; we expect
to reuse that method. Shao and Appel have shown how to optimize
continuation representations for a heap based implementation of SML
[18, 2]. If their results can be applied to our representation, we can
pass arguments in memory when registers are scarce, or pass continu-
ations in registers when registers are plentiful. Tarau has shown that
allocatingWAM environments on the heap simpli�es the execution ma-
chinery while being competitive in execution speed to a standard WAM
implementation [22, 23]. Finally, some continuation-passing compilers
reintroduce stack allocation by escape analysis [20, 16]. In summary,
we do not �nd default heap-only allocation a fatal aw.

Future work. There are several issues to be explored. First, Prolog
includes a great number of features, such as higher order predicates,
dynamic predicates, input/output, coroutining and so on. It may be
useful to express these in the same explicit way as done with control
here. For instance, �ndall/3 may be coded with an explicit database
parameter.

Second, explicit failure continuations can express some otherwise
unwieldy transformations. Partial evaluators for Prolog require quite
complex management of cuts; explicit cut continuations may reduce
the need for such treatment. Likewise, intelligent backtracking can
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be expressed at a high level by passing multiple failure continuations.
A full treatment of intelligent backtracking is likely to involve global
analysis, some carefulness in passing failure continuations correctly and
possibly unravelling primitive operations (such as uni�cations) to di-
rectly connect the cause of failure to a jump to the correct backtrack
point.

Third, we have described an intermediate representation, rather
than compilation into e�cient programs. The purpose of such a repre-
sentation is further compilation. As noted by earlier research, continua-
tion-passing programs may be interpreted as control ow graphs (in-
deed, this was one of the motivations for this work). We will inves-
tigate the usefulness of conventional compiler technology to Prolog in
the framework of continuation-passing programs.
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